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ABSTRACT

While conventional analog modems employ some kind of clock wave regenerator circuit for synchronous timing recovery, in sampled modem receivers timing is recovered asynchronously to the incoming data stream, with no adjustment being made to the input sampling rate. All timing corrections are accomplished by digital operations on the sampled data stream and timing recovery is asynchronous with the uncontrolled, input A/D system. A good timing error measurement algorithm is a zero crossing tracker proposed by Gardner. Digital, speech rate (2400 - 4800 bps) M-PSK modem receivers employing Gardner's zero crossing tracker were implemented and tested and found to achieve BER performance very close to theoretical values on the AWGN channel. Nyquist pulse shaped modem systems with excess bandwidth factors ranging from 100% to 60% were considered. We can show that for any symmetric M-PSK signal set Gardner's NDA algorithm is free of pattern jitter for any carrier phase offset for rectangular pulses and for Nyquist pulses having 100% excess bandwidth. Also, the Nyquist pulse shaped system is studied on the mobile satellite channel, where Doppler shifts and multipath fading degrade the π/4-DQPSK signal. Two simple modifications to Gardner's zero crossing tracker enable it to remain useful in the presence of multipath fading.*

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the last decade, low cost digital signal processing systems have become available. As these devices have become more powerful, it has become practical and desirable to implement fully digital modems with almost all the communications features implemented as realtime firmware. Timing recovery is a vital function of any modem, without which digital communication is impossible. We consider the timing recovery problem in a voice rate, fully digital modem which has been implemented as real time firmware on Second Generation Digital Signal Processors. The modem consists of a series of 4800 bps uncoded DQPSK modems employing Raised Cosine pulse shaping with excess bandwidth factors (α) ranging from 100% to 60%. Our modem employs asynchronous timing recovery, whereby the modem receiver recovers timing phase from the oversampled input signal, leaving it's input A/D converter free running. Such timing recovery techniques for digitally implemented modems are discussed in [1]. Zero crossing tracker timing error detectors of the type described by Gardner [1][2], are used to complete the timing recovery loops. The modem is experimentally tested on the AWGN channel, simulating the behaviour on a fixed satellite communications link. We show how to implement Gardner's algorithm for digital application and present the first experimental results on its performance. Additionally, the 4800 bps modem is modified to incorporate Doppler correction mechanisms and π/4-DQPSK modulation to enable it to operate on the mobile satellite channel with non-linear amplifiers. These modifications are also tested in the laboratory. The performance of the 4800 bps modem family on the mobile satellite fading channel is examined with the use of computer simulations. In particular, it is demonstrated that the zero crossing tracker timing error detectors can remain useful on the fading channel with simple modifications to their structure.
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II. ASYNCHRONOUS TIMING RECOVERY

In traditional analog modems, timing recovery is accomplished by regenerating a local clock wave to be synchronous with the data clock, and uses this local clock wave to adjust the frequency and phase of the input A/D converters to be synchronous with the incoming data [1]. One example of this synchronous timing recovery is shown in Figure 1. In a fully digital implementation, on the other hand, the input sampling takes place at the A/D converter at the very front end of the system as shown in Figure 2 and the sampling rate can be asynchronous to the incoming data stream. This Figure shows our complete receiver which will be discussed in the sequel. In most cases, the input sampling rate is an integer multiple of the nominal symbol rate, but the receiver sampler is free running and never explicitly locked to the transmitter baud clock [1,3]. Timing correction is accomplished by aligning the decimator strobes shown in Figure 3, with the pulse peaks out of the matched filters.

In our implementation, the receiver samples are kept track of by a sample counter, which is incremented once per sampling period, in a modulo N fashion, with N being the number of samples per symbol. To align the data strobes with the matched filter pulse peaks, it is necessary to retard them by a sampling interval. That is accomplished by resetting the receiver sample counter to negative one instead of zero at the end of the symbol where the timing decision is made, resulting in the next symbol epoch being one sampling interval longer than nominal. This aligns the receiver decimator strobe with the transmitter baud clock [1,3]. Timing correction is accomplished by aligning the decimator strobes shown in Figure 3, with the pulse peaks out of the matched filters.
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III. EXPERIMENTS WITH RAISED COSINE PULSE SHAPED MODEMS

We will do our tests for the transmitter shown in Figure 5. Fading is introduced in the transmitter for our tests to be discussed later. For now we consider an AWGN channel.

In [2], Gardner introduces a non-decision aided (NDA) zero crossing tracker algorithm for Nyquist pulse shaped modems, which has the following form. The timing error measurement for the receiver in Figure 2 is given by

\[ u(n) = x_I \left(n - \frac{1}{2}\right) [x_I(n) - x_I(n - 1)] + x_Q \left(n - \frac{1}{2}\right) [x_Q(n) - x_Q(n - 1)] \]

where \((x_I(n), x_Q(n))\) are the (inphase, quadrature) samples at symbol time \(n\). This NDA variant of Gardner's
Doppler tracking techniques [5,6] have been incorporated into the RC pulse shaped modem described in the previous section. These techniques rely on rotating the received signal phasor to compensate for detected Doppler offsets. Since this rotation is carried out on the detected signal following the data filtering, it has no particular bearing on timing recovery, which has been demonstrated [4] to be immune to any phase offset if the NDA variant of the Gardner zero crossing tracker is used. Both closed-loop [5] and open-loop [6] algorithms have been studied. We have also included modification of the root-raised cosine pulse shaped transmitter portion of the modems to use $\pi/4$-DQPSK modulation which has been shown to minimize spectral regrowth [7].

The behaviour of the 4800 bps RC pulse shaped modem system on the multipath fading channel has been studied with the aid of computer simulations. The multipath fading model used in the simulations is Rician [8,9]. The fading was incorporated into the transmitter for testing as shown in Figure 5.

Simulation results on moderate fading channels with our original system configuration (DQPSK with open/closed Doppler tracking and ramp-varying Doppler factor corresponding to 40 Hz +/- 20Hz/sec.) are very poor: the timing recovery loop exhibits tremendous jitter, and does not provide any useful information, while the bit error rate is 50%. The cause of the jitter can be seen when the timing is frozen, and the mid-baud data filter outputs on the $I$ and $Q$ rails are plotted. As expected, it is found that there is severe distortion on the nominal zero crossing points when the fading is a constructive interference and gives a received signal well above the average level. On the other hand, a destructive deep fade, severely alleviates timing information. Hence the fading directly interferes with the operation of the zero crossing detector making it useful on the fading channel. These modifications are based on deducing the presence of severe fading interference, either the constructive or destruction type, and the suppression of timing recovery while either type of fade is in progress. Since timing drift is a relatively slow phenomenon the receiver need not lose synchronization, unless the fade is of extremely long duration, which is so rare an event that it is impractical. Thus, we establish a window of signal ampli-
tude levels, centered about the mean signal level, in which timing error measurements will be computed from (1).

The first modification is to implement a zero-crossing threshold on the timing error signal in (1). If the nominal zero crossing point on either the I or Q rail is too large, timing corrections are not made. Timing is frozen until the zero crossing points are again within an acceptable range. After the thresholds are optimized, this modification yields the results shown in Figure 7, which are very close to those obtained with perfect timing, but are for timing jitter and a Doppler of 40 Hz. Figure 7 is for a Doppler shift of \( B_d = 40 \) Hz with a time variation of 20 Hz/sec. In both cases the time variation of the fading is due to a first-order Butterworth filter. The losses due to fading are larger for this filter than for higher order filters. For the Rayleigh \( (K = 0) \) case, the bound in equation (9.124) and Table 9.2 of [10] gives the BER floor as \( 4\pi B_d T \), for the first-order Butterworth filter and \( .5(\pi B_d T)^2 \) for the second order Butterworth case. Thus the first-order case has higher losses for the usual values of \( K \).

The second modification involves continuously measuring the received signal power. An acceptable power level can be obtained by observing a fade-free signal. A severe fade either decreases the signal power as a result of destructive interference of multipath components, or increases it as a result of constructive interference. It is possible to implement an upper and lower signal envelope threshold defining an acceptable power range, and only perform timing measurement in (1) if the received signal power lies in that range. The average signal power depends on the \( K \)-factor, and the power thresholds have to be optimized over the expected range of operation, which in our case is for \( K = 5 \) dB to \( K = 20 \) dB. Again results very close to those given above for the timing error thresholding were obtained.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Fully digital, asynchronous timing recovery has been demonstrated to give excellent results in laboratory experiments on speech rate (2400 and 4800 bps) modems with RC pulse shaping. Gardner's zero crossing tracker timing error detector has been applied to RC pulse shaped speech rate modems with excellent results on the additive Gaussian noise and Rician fading channel. The NDA form of the zero crossing tracker has been found to be immune to pattern noise for any data phase transition, making it ideal for timing error detection in M-PSK and M-DPSK systems with \( M > 4 \). In RC pulse shaped systems with \( \alpha \) down to 60% ISI induced self noise is sufficiently controlled by loop filtering. In addition, the NDA timing error detector is immune to phase offsets.
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Table 1: Numbers of timing corrections at high, moderate and low SNR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR, $2E_b/N_0$, dB</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Forward Corrections</th>
<th>Backward Corrections</th>
<th>Net Number of Corrections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>1.2 x $10^{-5}$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.2 x $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.2 x $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Feedforward clock recovery.

Figure 2: 4800 bps raised cosine pulse shaped modem receiver block diagram.

Figure 3: Timing error signal for simulated pulse shaped modem with timing correction by adding and dropping samples only. Timing drift: same as for Figure 4.
Figure 4: Timing error signal for simulated pulse shaped modem with coefficient interpolation timing recovery. Timing drift: transmitter filters permuted every 30 symbols, sample dropped every 120 symbols.

Figure 5: Block diagram of transmitter that includes fading for system testing.

π/4-DQPSK
Rician Fast Fading Channel

Figure 6: BER performance for 60% excess bandwidth, 4800 bps raised cosine pulse shaped DQPSK modem.

Figure 7: BER performance for a 40 Hz Rician Fast Fading channel with a first order Butterworth Doppler filter and with a time-varying 40 Hz Doppler offset.